
Sean Humphreys Full Stack Software Engineer
 sean.humphreys808@gmail.com  (347) 725-0590  /in/sean-humphreys/  thewayofyomi   

Front-End: JavaScript | React | HTML5 | CSS3 | AJAX | Axios | BootStrap 5 | Formik | JSON | Yarn | Yup
Back-End: .NET | .NET CORE | C# | ADO.NET | ASP.NET | RESTful API | SQL | T-SQL
Tools: Git | Git Bash | Github | NPM | Postman | SQL Server Management Studio | Visual Studio | VS Code

SKILLS

EMPLOYMENT
Yellowbrick Financial · Full Stack Software Engineer · Remote · Apr. 2023  to Current
Yellowbrick Financial is a financial planning firm that helps clients plan and manage all aspects of their financial lives,
from investments to taxes to retirement.

Created a dynamic client-response based form using React that allows financial advisors to accurately capture client's
insurance information by 40%.
Used object-oriented programming (OOP) principles to design and implement C# code that is modular, reusable, and
maintainable. 
Developed RESTful APIs and web services using ASP.NET Web API and ASP.NET Core for seamless integration with
front-end systems.
Engineered complex stored procedures in SQL using Joins, Primary Keys, Foreign keys, and Pagination to capture and
display data using T-SQL while testing them with Postman.
Implemented and maintained application data integrity through meticulous front-end validation, back-end model
binding , normalization for stored procedures in the SQL database.
Adopted content management techniques, such as sorting, filtering, routing, and mapping components, to enhance the
user experience.
Utilized Git and GitHub for source and version control, ensuring efficient collaboration and code management.
Established applications within a team using Agile methodologies, such as daily stand-ups, code reviews, and code
talks, to facilitate effective communication and collaboration within the team.

TD Private Client Wealth · Financial Advisor · Boca Raton, FL · June 2018  to Apr. 2023 
Established rapport with new clients through personal, face-to-face approach that foster trust and highlight the value of
individualized service.
Provided investment guidance to clients based on their needs and objectives, and propose suitable investment solutions
for each client.
Coordinated portfolio reviews with clients to regularly evaluate their investment's performance toward achieving
documented long-term financial goals.
Collaborated with the analyst team to analyze the market trends and suggest plans to clients to mitigate risks and
enhance the overall return on investments.
Worked closely with team members, peers, and managers to identify and develop new growth opportunities for asset
management & client resolution.
Utilized my relationships with business partners to tailor to the client’s financial needs and create cross-sell
opportunities for the organization.
Managed a team of Licensed Bankers and coached them on how to implement effective sales strategies and build
rapport with clients.
Continuously grew my knowledge and skills by attending seminars, webinars, and courses on investments, insurance,
industry regulations & trends.
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